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 Instead, this record would result in a decade-long battle with the NFL, which refused to
acknowledge the bond between football's risks and the resultant health of its players. Bennet
Omalu, a Nigerian-born forensic pathologist known for his seminal research on chronic traumatic
encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative human brain disease largely within people who have
sustained repetitive human brain trauma. When he released his first survey on CTE in 2005 in
Neurosurgery, Omalu assumed that the National Football League (NFL) would rejoice and take
steps to ensure player safety. This resulted in his groundbreaking discovery of CTE in the brains
of relatively young and otherwise healthy football players. In 2002, while functioning as a
pathologist at the Allegheny County coroner's office in Pittsburgh, Omalu autopsied the brain of
Pro Football Hall of Fame middle "Iron Mike" Webster of the Pittsburgh Steelers.Concussion by
Jeanne Marie Laskas - Summary & Analysis Preview: Concussion by Jeanne Marie Laskas
chronicles the tale of Dr.. PLEASE BE AWARE: This is an overview and evaluation of the book and
NOT the original publication.. Inside this Instaread Summary & Analysis of Concussion: -
Overview of book - Launch to the Essential People in the book - Analysis of the Styles and
Author's Style About the Author With Instaread, you can obtain the overview and evaluation of a
publication in 15 minutes. We examine every chapter, summarize and analyze it for your comfort.
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~~ Captivated by death ~~ Get what you ought to know in 22 pages rather than 297 pages (the
initial)! The nonfiction publication by investigative journalist Jeanne Marie Laskas tells the story
of Dr. Book provided in exchange for an honest review. Allegedly identified to do what was right,
Omalu never gave up on the reality. Dr. Omalu is definitely a forensic pathologist, apparently
fascinated with loss of life, "known for his seminal analysis on Chronic Traumatic
Encephalopathy (CTE), a degenerative human brain disease largely found in people who have
sustained repetitive human brain trauma". It were only available in 2002 when the doc autopsied
the brain of "Iron Mike" Webster (Pittsburgh Steelers). Would the NFL embrace Omalu's first
survey in 2005? No! Nevertheless, with my routine, it's hard to find the time to just sit back and
read. I do like a great underdog story which has intrigued me. You can find twelve main
characters in this book. Who's he, you talk to?, aiding discussion and understanding of the
publication.e. This summary & The initial book is described as sensitive and intensely vivid albeit
one-sided. study that place him in the crosshairs of the NFL, which for decades refused to
acknowledge the problem, is the subject of Concussion by Jeanne Marie Laskas.“ Kind of like an
abbreviated Cliff's Notes for the entire book. Ideal for book club visitors etc. This tale is referred
to as a David and Goliath story with the subtitles for the "Themes" section becoming: underdog,
outsider, race i. Unless you have time or desire to read the original but have to know what it is
about then this is certainly for you!Please note my review is founded on the product quality and
contents of this Instaread summary and NOT the initial. Bennet Omalu. Thanks, Liz If you have
seen the movie, you'll have to read the book! Dr. Bennet Omalu, a Nigerian born doctor, who, as a
forensic pathologist uncovered a link between repetitive football accidental injuries and brain
damage;With reviews for the original being mixed however, many of the negatives pointing out
that it is one-sided, poorly written with too much emphasis/time allocated to before Omalu came
to the USA, you are most likely going to want to look at this Instaread summary (think DETAILED
review) 1st. An investigative journalist, Laskas makes a speciality of Omalu in her book,
beginning with his troubled childhood in his indigenous Nigeria, and his commitment to his
analysis once he found out the problem.*I received this Instaread free of charge for the intended
purpose of reviewing it.. And when I do have the time, it takes some time to figure out whether or
not a book is something I must say i desire to devote my time to read it. Interesting Read I am a
complete time working mother who wants to read. Very much controversy! After scanning this
summary, you’ll wish to learn the entire book. That is where Instareads come in to play. I could
get a detailed overview of a reserve without getting any major spoilers. There is a lot more
information provided than everything you get from the trunk of the publication or the paragraph
explanation online. Prior to scanning this Instaread title, I was not very familiar with the book
Concussion. I found the life span and function of Bennett Omalu to become interesting and
essential. Now Personally i think that I know enough about the reserve to create a decision on
whether I want to browse the book. I think I saw the film trailer, but that's it. I am not much of a
football enthusiast, but my husband is and it's often on the television during the time of year. I
could say that after scanning this summary, my feelings toward the NFL aren't very good.Learn
about Omalu's background. racism, the dead as living, truth and trust. analysis is well crafted and
detailed.Instaread’s Summary &. opinions are my own. AND THE DEBATE RAGES ON . Analysis
of Concussion by Jeanne Marie Laskas provides main themes of the publication, the important
designs and interactions, and is a superb way to find the gist of a publication that served
because the basis for the strike movie starring Can Smith. My thoughts &. The continuing debate
of prospect of injury by contact with "violent sports" like football & boxing in youth and adults is
continued in this non-fiction study. This book can be an summary of the actual book



“Concussion. Read this 22 page synopsis initial and decide if you need to read the unique. It
provides a potential reader more than enough information regarding this reserve’s content to find
out if we want to commit the extra money and time to actually buy and browse the entire
publication. As an avid reader I have individually found “Instaread” to be a very useful and
valuable service.
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